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Introduction: 

it present days energy savng is valuabie asset. Solar energy is absolutely free which is a 

remen adie RsorE fOr geteraitng electricity. Smart Street light is a robotized frame work which 

tOts the u. heprunary point of Sunart Street light is to reduce the power utilization when 

there are ne vehKe moments ot road. The Smart road light will turn to be ON when there are 

veticis eut and abaut generaily the lights will be turned OFF. An automatic street light glows when a 

veicie is reent nearby. and it shuts down when there is no traffic. We can control the street lights 

through marualty. but it is a time taken and also time lagging chances are there so, the process was 

agging due to this. So this is the project ie. The Electronic Street light. 

I. Statement of the Problem: 

Te ERronie Street Light System has the provision to control the street lighting/yard 

hting vr quamy ighing system automatically as per the timings programmed in the system and the 

rgrens n be mcditied automaticaily throughout the year as per the seasonal changes which is an 

aready progratnmad in the system by using RTC (Real Timne Clock) . By using of a LDR, we can 

rol he ignining system with the help of its sensor. RTC is a computer clock which is in the form 

or egrrad circuit tar keeps track of the current time. Although the term often refers to the 

es persoai onputers. servers and embedded systems. RICs are present in almost any 

oic device uhich reais to keep accurate time. LDR is a fight dependent resister whose 

S e ertes * ign S resIStance decreases WIth increase in light. Thus it senses the light and 

shes on the lightning system when there is no light. 

Materials : 

DRLight Depending Rasistznce 
CNESS Base 
ED Li Emining Dode) 5 pieces. (lf using white color then 4 Pcs) 

Teoi 

s edure e ruTT 2re scTer ro S0TEr wre, and wire stripper. 



Materials and methodology: 

First of all, solder the transistors onto the printed circuit board. Connect the emitter pin of 

both the transistors to the negative ternminal of the battery holder. Now, connect the collector pin of 

transistor-1 to the base pin of transistor-2. Connect a resistor between the positive terminal of the 

battery and the collector pin of transistor-1. Finally, connect the light-dependent resistor between the 

base pin of transistor-I and the positive terminal of the battery clip. Complete the rest of the circuit as 

per the circuit diagran. Connect a resistor between the hase pin of transistor-I and the negative 

terminal of the battery. Now, connect another resistor between the positive terminal of the battery and 

the anode pin of the LED. Finally, conneet the cathode terninal of LED to the collector pinof 

transistor-2. Attach the circuit to a model ofa street in such a way that the LDR has enough exposure 

and the LEDs are fixed in place. 

LEO in 9onos 

CC 

RESET 
8IRIO 

THR OUT 
ONT 

OND 
IC 555 



Application of Automatic Solar Street Lights: 

Application of automatic solar street light systems is fast growing in popularity 

throughout the world. These have proved to be inexpensive means of lighting up 

roads &which are also sustainable & eco-friendly. Automatic street light systems 

have several applications because of their beneficial characteristics. 

Government Units & Municipalities Government organizations can save farge 

sums of money by using an automatic solar street light system for outdoor lighting. It 

is forecasted that we will have 359 million street lights by 2026. 

Corporate & Big Businesses Many companies nowadays are applying green 

energy technologies & practices to reduce their carbon footprint. Installing automatic 

street light system can prove to be a step in this direction. 

Great Way to Light Up Streets - Apart from lighting up streets automatic solar 

street light system along with CCTV can also provide us additional security. Smart 

solar street lights are wireless & one of the street lighting solutions. 

Along Roads & Highways High-quality automatic street light systems can enhance 

night-time visibility on rural roads, main roads & highways. These are also very easy 

to install & are affordably priced. 

Parks & Recreational Areas Areas which are mainly donned by children can make 

good use of automatic street light systems. They are safe && secure & provide uniform 

lighting & the right amount of luminosity to parks. 

Schools & Universities Automatic solar street light system is an excellent choice 

for schools, colleges & universities. With plenty of accessible areas, ranging from bus 

shelters to parking lots institutions can install them throughout the campus. 

Future Scope of Automatic Solar Street Lights: 

With the advancement in science & technology füture scope of automatic 

solar street lights is very bright. Demand for power affects human life in many 

ways. It is not only important but essential to fînd ways to conserve power in 

order t0 prevent exhausting resources, SWitching to a smart autonmatic street 

light system will also reduce power wastage which conventional street lights are 

known to do. 

Today's Energy saving is a presious asset for fomorrow" 
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